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Abstract: The paper focuses on the relationship between businesses and digital transformation, and
how digital transformation has changed manufacturing in several ways. Aspects like Cloud Com-
puting, vertical and horizontal integration, data communication, and the internet have contributed
to sustainable manufacturing by decentralizing supply chains. In addition, digital transformation
inventions such as predictive analysis and big data analytics have helped optimize sustainable manu-
facturing by reducing overproduction or underproduction through predicting customer demands. It
integrates digital technology to enhance business operations, consumer engagement, supply chains,
and coordination, the manufacturing process, energy conservation, efficiency, and environmental
conservation and culture to satisfy business needs. Businesses’ failure to embrace digital transfor-
mation in this era contributes to their demise. This research paper will analyze and contrast several
businesses and the extent of digital transformation’s influence on them during COVID-19. A two-
stage study is conducted, the first stage assesses a chosen exemplary business success over three
years. The second stage investigates the reasons for success, or otherwise, and the connection to
digitalization in the business. Our outcomes suggest that digital transformation strongly influences
firms’ effectiveness and survival from a technology-centric and business model standpoint. Some
essential generic recommendations are suggested based on the results obtained.

Keywords: business practices; digital transformation; industry 4.0; sustainable business; sustainable
manufacturing; sustainable organization

1. Introduction

Traditionally, human civilizations used technology to solve many problems. Since
the Industrial Revolution, environmental degradation resulting from wastage and poor
manufacturing problems has become a significant issue [1–3]. As a result, the world has
begun a global campaign on promoting sustainability in virtually all aspects of civilization.
One of the areas that need to embrace sustainability the most is the industrial processes of
manufacturing [1,4]. Digital transformation [3,5] not only holds the promise of promoting
higher levels of sustainability in manufacturing, but has already begun changing some
manufacturing processes to make them more sustainable. Exponential increase to the
research output on digital transformation has been observed in recent years, and research
scholars have profoundly attempt to examine contribution of digital transformation to
private and commercial business sectors [2,4,6,7]. This paper evaluates the role that digital
transformation plays in creating opportunities to promote sustainable manufacturing and
business practices. It highlights the link between digital transformation opportunities and
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their impact on sustainable manufacturing and business transformation [8]. A two-stage
study is carried out to assess the success, or otherwise, of businesses due to embracing
digital transformation. Querying the Scopus database [9] with—TITLE-ABS-KEY (“digital
transformation” AND “manufacturing”) result in a total document count of 1397. Figure 1
shows the total number of research article types published on digital transformation until
the end of 2022, whereas Figure 2 shows the increasing trends in the number of publications
since 2015.
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Figure 1. Types of publications on Digital Transformation in the manufacturing sector [10].

Sustainable manufacturing emphasizes aspects such as environmental preservation,
energy conservation, reduced waste, and sustainable consumption of natural resources [11].
Evidenced by the consistent elevation in number of research records, data depicted in
Figures 1 and 2 drive the motivation of researchers to further explore each technological ad-
vancement adopted so far, and to evaluate every contribution made to promote growth of Sus-
tainable Manufacturing. Although not all the developed technologies so far have had positive
effects on manufacturing, manufacturers have still adopted Big Data Analytics [12,13], Artifi-
cial Intelligence [14] and Machine Learning [15,16], the IoT [15,17,18] and Blockchain [19,20]
to streamline operations and promote sustainable production. In the manufacturing sector,
research scholars refer to digital transformation as Industry 4.0 since such technologies serve
major building blocks to the foundation of fourth Industrial Revolution (IR 4.0) [2,5,17,21].
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Figure 2. Total number of publications on Digital Transformation in the manufacturing sector [10].

In the current era, increase in the market value of production, demand for sustainability
and increase in the number of revenue sales, need businesses to employ processes of digital
transformation. However, transformations as such perquisite implementation of digital
technologies in traditional manufacturing and operational processes. Target entity, scope
and emphasis of digital transformation, delivery and adoption of technologies, and improve-
ments to predicted outcomes, are the four essential evaluation characteristics applicable
to access the role of digital transformation [22–24]. A company with a high level of digital
transformation maturity may upgrade and change across various situations, including
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business processes, pricing models, service experience, and culture, while being attentive to
market needs and customer expectations [25,26].

2. Research Contribution

The study provides a detailed review of current technologies and their applications
in the area of sustainable manufacturing. The primary focus of this study to explore the
recent impacts on digital transformation on sustainable manufacturing processes and how
digital transformation can contribute to the on going traditional process that still lacking
behind many techno-savy businesses. The study also provides two case studies to highlight
the benefits of digital transformation. Lastly, the study provides recommendations to the
businesses looking forward to incorporate changes enabled by digital transformation.

3. Sustainable Manufacturing

According to Machado, Winroth, and da Silva [27], Sustainable manufacturing is de-
fined as linking systems and processes to generate high-quality services and goods while
also being more sustainable in product use and minimizing waste, which leads to environ-
mental degradation. Sustainable manufacturing provides a slew of advantages for producers
throughout the world, including cost savings from enhanced efficiency and compliance with
existing regulatory rules. Other advantages include increased market access, greater brand
perception and reputation, and lower labor turnover due to artificial intelligence’s added
benefit of reducing effort. Reduced workload encourages a long-term business focus, which
helps the company develop and prosper [7,21]. Sustainable manufacturing provides enter-
prises worldwide with a competitive advantage owing to greater competition, and items
produced ethically are mostly purchased by long-term consumers [3]. Sustainable manufac-
turing is feasible owing to a number of technologies. Autonomous robotics, simulations,
systems integration, the IIoT, Cloud Computing, Cybersecurity, augmented reality, and big
data and analytics are among the inventions [18,28,29]. In a nutshell, digitizing the produc-
tion process is the fourth industrial revolution’s paradigm, resulting in a situation in which
every piece of data acquired is crucial when making any choice [23,30].

Furthermore, by tracking carbon emissions and employing ways to lessen the envi-
ronmental imprint, big data may play a critical role in understanding the possibilities and
difficulties connected with climate change [7,16,31,32]. In China, Huang et al. [16] used big
data to quantify self-driving tour carbon emission flow and spatial relationships with beauti-
ful places. Chuai and Feng [7] employed big data to analyze carbon emissions’ geographical
distribution in China’s Nanjing metropolis in order to understand and reduce air pollution in
a similar study.There was a lot of other research like this in the literature that used large data.
Smart and sustainable manufacturing is gaining popularity in the literature [13,33], and it
deals with green, energy-saving, sustainable production, and renewable energy utilization.
Manufacturers can meet development goals while decreasing resource usage, deterioration,
and pollution by using sustainable manufacturing methods [31]. The IoT, cyber-physical sys-
tems, cloud computing, artificial intelligence, big data analytics, and digital twin are examples
of digital technologies that have allowed sustainable smart manufacturing [14,34,35].

Policies Promoting Sustainable Manufacturing

International bodies and policymakers such as the United Nations have been at the
forefront of advocating for increased sustainability in producing and consuming products.
In 2015, the United Nations has outlined 17 sustainability goals known as the Sustainable
Development Goals (S.D.Gs). Another policy developed to promote sustainability to avert
a political disaster was Agenda 21, which covers all the sustainable goals set out by the
United Nations [1,33,36]. The 9th and the 12th sustainable development goals mainly focus
on innovation to promote sustainable manufacturing. The 9th goal (Industry, Innovation,
and infrastructure) plays a vital role in promoting innovation and advancement in tech-
nology in the manufacturing sector, while the 12th goal (Responsible Consumption and
Production) is primarily concerned with sustainable production and consumption. The pur-
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pose of these S.D.G.s is to reduce waste and prevent a climate disaster that is looming
due to the high influx of carbon dioxide released into the air. Despite the high level of
incompatibility of manufacturing processes with environmental concerns, these systems
play an instrumental role in social structures by promoting people’s livelihood by making
their lives more accessible and providing them with jobs and employment opportunities that
keep the economy afloat. With the understanding of the potential impacts of climate change
on the human population, manufacturers have employed a three-dimensional consideration
approach. They set out economic, environmental, and social goals that will promote the
overall advancement of society [37–39].

Sustainable manufacturing has become a common theme invariably in all industries.
Sustainable manufacturing has adopted several dimensions, including manufacturing sus-
tainability by reducing waste, material science, environmental science, and energy science,
whose primary goal is to reduce carbon emissions into the atmosphere [7,29,31]. Digital
transformation, on the other hand, is a tool that most manufacturers are currently using to
reduce emissions and wastage. After understanding the impacts of industrialization, most
governments, policymakers, and even private-sectors thought there was no possible way to
curb the environmental effects of carbon dioxide without severely affecting the rest of the
population [31]. However, digital transformation has indicated the potential benefits of using
the technological advances made in communications and information technology to monitor
energy use, wastage and promote efficient production methods that reduce pollution.

Furthermore, industry revolution 4.0 mainly focuses on reducing carbon dioxide emis-
sions by the adopting technologies that promote features such low energy consumption and
energy harvesting [40]. In addition, industry revolution 4.0 focuses on renewable energy
sources, such as solar, wind and coal to drive the demands of increased energy consumption
by the industries [31]. As a result of the introduction of these technologies, governments
have determined that it is vital to regulate industrial processes in order to guarantee that
they support greater levels of environmental sustainability throughout the world. Kaur
and Singh [41] contend that inventors developed these technologies to reduce the cost of
production in this overly competitive global environment, but have also proven helpful in
promoting sustainability. This concept, therefore, illustrates that the digital transformation
might have arisen out of need for manufacturers to promote more efficiency and higher
profitability, as opposed to the intentional promotion of a sustainable workplace. However,
it has also given various policymakers a platform to institute mandatory sustainability
measures for all manufacturers. Nevertheless, technologies discussed under the domain
of fourth industrial revolution appear to consistently mature and enable improvements
to the developmental processes of sustainable manufacturing. As a result, better levels
of profitability are achieved while simultaneously lowering the environmental effect that
companies have had in the past. Furthermore, future value chain reorganization, changing
and developing business models, and other digital technologies will greatly cut carbon
emissions and enhance social sustainability.

4. Digital Twin for Smart Designs—Replicating Physical Systems

At present, Industries make use of offline simulation software. Humans typically set
up the simulated environments to develop automated programs deployed on real physical
systems [14,30,42,43]. Whereas the programs generated using offline simulation are effi-
cient, these lack accuracy when allowed to work on physical systems, and the difference
between the results of simulations and the results acquired from actual physical may vary
drastically [14,35]. Variation leads to revisions in the created or deployed programs or
resolution of simulation or actual program deployment errors. This variation, in turn, leads
to time-consuming debugging processes, representing an overhead posed by physical sys-
tems when deployed with a model software application. Simulating virtual models online
overcomes such a limitation, and in fact, the online simulation offers remote connection to
the automated processes that allows control and tuning of generated programs along the
desired path, as well as to track real-time simulation on-screen.
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Digital twins are the virtual models that allow creation of virtual designs, testing, and
evaluation of real manufacturing systems, production processes, or products. A recent
trend in Industry 4.0 is the development of virtual models that allow remote monitoring
of production processes and manufacturing. Introduced in 2002, the role of Digital twin
has gained a lot more interest in the present times. It currently drives the area of systems
engineering, wherein model-based system engineering (MBSE) designs are developed to
transform physical systems into virtual reality models.

Digital Twin is the concept of creating a digital replica of physical models [30,35].
A virtual instance of a physical system (twin) is generated in the production of a digital
twin [24]. Digital Twins can replicate all the characteristics and parameters of real devices
digitally, and the developed virtual models receive frequent updates from multiple data
sources to learn actively and stay updated [34,44,45]. The current manufacturing systems,
production processes, and products embrace full digitalization. However, identifying
suitable technologies in digitalization processes is the first step, and digital twin is among
the core technologies that enable support to digitalization.

The notion of the digital twin has been extended to smart systems, in particular smart
manufacturing processes. The potential and efficiency of digital transformation employing
digital twin technology can be envisioned in applications [43,46], and even the realization
of smart cities is also driven by this technology [20,34]. Similarly, virtual modules have been
applied in online educational processes, such as in architecture, engineering, management,
and construction (AEC) [3,47]. In healthcare and well-being, digital twin technology drives
the transformation and maintenance of old-style electronic health/medical records (fo-
cused on individuals) into readily available digital entities [17,44,45]. Concerning Covid-19,
digital twin technology has enabled support to integrate physical and virtual systems
and real-time patient flow mapping to develop a sustainable and dynamic vaccination
center [44,48,49]. DT generates data and information to provide numerous optimization
possibilities for a cyber-physical system. As processes communicate online, digital twin
technology offers handy security solutions for data storage and communications. The pro-
posed solutions emerge via different platforms that harvest all the incoming data and
ensure reliable operation. For example, DT can be used at power systems’ different control
and security levels [14,34].

4.1. Blockchain in Smart Manufacturing

Blockchain technology revolutionizes the way of data communications, data security,
the mechanisms of fault tolerance, and transparency in data to ensure reliable and efficient
communication of data [19,20,34,46]. Blockchain technology builds on a decentralized or
distributed directory architecture that works on smart contracts to trace, manage records,
automate supply chains, and support payment transfer applications and other business
transactions. Blockchain finds its applications in various other areas such as agriculture [20],
Internet of things (IoT) [50], health-care [12,13,32,41], Smart manufacturing [33,36,41,51,52],
education [19,53], banking [22], transportation [11,54], and supply chains [20]. Due to its
numerous benefits that override the existing formulated solutions. Figure 3 shows typical
architecture of Blockchain Technology.

Cryptocurrencies are digital currencies based on Blockchain technology since math-
ematical cryptographic tools serve as the base to these digital forms of currencies. Pro-
posed and implemented by anonymous developers for creating a secure digital currency,
Blockchain-based on a distributed ledger technology is the key to this process. Researchers
are seen extending this technology to several other areas, and currently, the applications of
Blockchain go beyond the cryptocurrency objective. In relation to Smart manufacturing,
Blockchain helps to assess assets, quality of production, track logistics and information on
transactions. For instance, efficiency and tracking accuracy of a product improves when
Blockchain connects to ledgers distributed across a supply chain. Blockchain reduces the
time frame drastically to track a product using automation techniques compared to meth-
ods or approaches that help suppliers to track products, manually [55]. Various open source
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standards are coming up from leading tech companies such as Cisco Systems to fully ex-
ploit the potential of Blockchain in manufacturing processes. Likewise, smart-contracts are
developed to define standard protocols, allowing data communication between heteroge-
neous Blockchain systems, and supply chain management serves as the primary domain to
test the initial application of smart-contracts of Blockchain technology [56,57]. Blockchain
technology enables secure distribution of ledger among different stakeholders to ensure
transaction updates to each node in the chain. While the IoT sensors collect real-time data
from the physical processes and ML modules used to pre-process, filter, and analyze data,
Smart contracts in Blockchain characterize the level of intelligence, allow definitions of
privacy protection, and drive automation of currently employed systems.
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Figure 3. Architecture of Blockchain Technology.

4.2. Decentralization of Smart Manufacturing via Blockchain

Decentralizing information systems is not a new concept, though the boom of Dis-
tributed Ledger Technologies (DLTs) has been perceived in late years to drive the role of
decentralization [46]. Centralization or decentralization allows integration of resources
space [58]. Whereas a decisional center (dc) in a Centralized Decision-Making (CDM) pro-
cess is privileged to make any decisions and holds all the system information centrally,
Decentralized Decision-Making (DDM) system models privilege each distinct independent
network entity to take autonomous decisions either to optimize its system resources or
to meet any given set of desired objectives [59]. Smart manufacturing requires the decen-
tralization of platforms and resources to deliver and drive massive productions at lower
costs, and Blockchain can actively meet such demands with high efficiency. In traditional
centralized smart manufacturing units, a trustworthy central server may validate nodes
generating data. If the centralized server develops a technical snag, then the whole system
drops off. This drop-off leads to delays in communication and an increase in computational
costs. Since Blockchain uses peer-to-peer blocks that eliminate the need to engage any
third party, Blockchain decentralizes data storage and enables frequent and fast updates
via multiple systems. The distributed network configuration permits nodes to execute
transactions with the decentralized server and slash the server [21]. Although the terms de-
centralized and distributed define systems without a central controller and both terms are
used interchangeably, these terms are used in different contexts and have a slightly different
meaning; decentralized defines a conceptual and logical model of control, whereas the term
distributed defines the technical characteristics used for building the infrastructure [18].

4.3. Blockchain-Enabled Immutable Smart Manufacturing

Blockchain systems showcase strong support for the immutability and non-repudiation
in economies that realize a lack of trust in third-party service providers. Cryptographic
hashes chained via links between blocks enable the execution of immutable historical trans-
actions. While trusted third-party organizations that support rollback have control over the
conventional technologies, Blockchain ledgers are less adaptable than conventional tech-
nologies due to their Immutable nature. Blockchain-backed immutable transactions serve
as the key to decentralized manufacturing processes since non-intervention by third parties
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is undesired in smart manufacturing systems while the transactions are carried out. Inade-
quate information among coordinating nodes in a smart manufacturing setup can lead to
severe losses. However, with Blockchain limiting frequent changes to the data in the blocks
linked by a hash key and replicated in different blocks, and the coordinating nodes tend to
remain synchronized during transactions. Any attempts made to change the system config-
urations at one location are instantly realized or interpreted as an attack on the integrity of
other coordinating systems, and thus unwanted transactions to the system are immediately
rejected. Transactional data is validated before being accepted by a block, transactional
data is validated and the Blockchain then records the transactions permanently.

4.4. Data Acquisition in Smart Manufacturing—Role of IoT

The IoT paradigm is the key enabler of smart environments. The continuing and rapid
growth of industrialization and urbanization envision 21.5 billion active connected the IoT
worldwide by 2025 [18]. Leveraging the power of intelligence of billions of interconnected
tiny smart devices globally, the IoT find applications in a wide range of smart designs,
and most importantly, in the plans proposed to develop to smart home [18], smart grids [30],
smart cities and transportation [34], automation, and smart healthcare [60]. Despite research
advancements over the last decade, the realization of such a vision has never reached an
end. Typical sensors used for environmental data collection are the IoT sensors, including
temperature, humidity, gyroscope, gas sensor, pressure sensor, and accelerometer. Prolific
studies have focused on developing the IoT-based monitoring systems that successfully
showcase positive results and recognition by industries. The use of the IoT, ML, big data,
and sensors in monitoring systems enables manufacturing units to predict business trends,
reduce costs, and improve production and supplies. The key concept to the design of the
IoT architecture is the vision to ensure high Quality-of-Service (QoS) based on low-latency
resolution. High QoS supports the latency-aware real-time applications employed in the
IoT applications, IT services, user tasks, and client events in the ecosystem [34]. Figure 4
describes an overall of different smart technologies in the realm of the IoT.

 

Internet of 
Things

Smart 
Manufacturing

Smart 
Healthcare

Smart City

Smart Home
Smart 

Construction
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Smart 
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Figure 4. Different smart technologies in the realm of the IoT.

At present, industries implement smart manufacturing technologies to primarily
focus on developing intelligent manufacturing infrastructures that employ state-of-the-art
technologies, such as machine learning (ML) [37], the IoT [15,61], Blockchain [22,27,37],
edge-computing, big data [7,41,55], cyber-physical systems (CPS), cloud computing, and so
on [34]. The IoT architectural designs implement devices that typically comprise very
low-power microcontrollers and lightweight security protocols. The IoT sensors enable
consistent and automated monitoring of manufacturing processes. Intuitive future Internet
networking architectures [46,61], such as Information-Centric Networking (ICN) are crucial
to deploying the IoT devices employed in smart environments. Demands to develop new
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lightweight protocols to enable security services such as authentication and data integrity,
seek advancements to research. The increase in the size of the IoT networks has triggered
security alarms over the confidentiality of data exchanged between the IoT devices and edge
devices. Cryptography covers the most attractive and focused area of research, and interest
in cryptography is exploding due to elevated demands to guarantee data confidentiality
and integrity in secure data communications [43].

The IoT sensor networks generate data streams that are sent to the server for processing
over the internet. While the sensor networks deployed in manufacturing industries generate
huge amounts of data, monitoring systems serve as a base for manufacturing decision-making
and management processes. When deployed and distributed massively into environments,
the IoT devices generate huge streams of data, offer distributed computational resources,
mutually coordinate with each other to allow processing of some tasks locally, and collaborate
with some special nodes called Coordinators to assign them to execute tasks of intensive
complexities. Smart environments with complex ecosystems, prerequisite highly scalable
management platforms, as these enable such systems to discover, integrate, tune and optimize
configuration settings of newly added the IoT devices, dynamically.

Typically, data and communication security in the IoT systems rely on asymmetric
cryptography; however, it comes with the drawback of intensive computation and memory
requirements. Increased needs to ensure reliable communication of the IoT networks data
confidentiality and integrity has led to an explosion of interest in cryptography schemes
among researchers. While being deployed to monitor real-time physical processes, the IoT
devices starve to meet the demands of low-latency and low-power/energy requirements,
and the IoT in this context perquisites hardware acceleration for Elliptic Curve Cryptog-
raphy (ECC) based algorithms [14]. ECC has been widely adopted in context of the IoT.
For instance, ECC enables data security services to exchange encryption and decryption
keys and to create a digital signature. When implemented in software, ECC algorithms
exhibit high configurability traits compared to their implementation in hardware, wherein
it serves as suitable and efficient solutions to the problem emerging out of power/energy
and resource-constrained devices or in real-time the IoT applications.

5. Technology Tools of Industry 4.0
5.1. Manufacturing and Digital Transformation

Digital transformation is the use of digital technologies, processes, and competences
to effect cultural, organizational, and operational change. In a nutshell, digital transforma-
tion is a straightforward process that comprises creating, enhancing, and introducing new
technical improvements that may help organizations achieve better levels of productivity
optimization. Big data analytics, reorganizing supply chains, smart devices, the IoT com-
munication integration, and other digital advances are examples. In the manufacturing
industry, digital transformation has led to the replacement of mechanized industrial plants
with digitized and computerized plants, allowing for ubiquitous optimization of production
processes, the elimination of inefficiencies, and the creation of a centralized operation that
heavily relies on data management [31,32]. Different digital transformation technologies
have made a substantial contribution to manufacturing’s overall progress and advance-
ment. The majority of digital technologies rely on data collecting and analytics to boost
organizational effectiveness (see Figure 5).

5.2. Digitalizing the Supply Chains

Big data has been a key component of the digital revolution, allowing for the develop-
ment of a variety of additional innovations in this sector. Data analysis and collecting are
critical in practically all manufacturing decisions, as well as other areas where organiza-
tions leverage similar technologies, such as finance and machine learning. Because of the
high degree of digitalization, an intelligent, linked, and decentralized manufacturing pro-
cess has been developed, lowering the amount of money spent on centralized production
methods [11,12,15,18]. Data gathering and analysis have also aided in the development of
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alternative supply chain models that challenge centralized systems, allowing businesses
to lower the amount of petroleum consumed in carrying goods [11,12]. Despite the fact
that the manufacturer is an American corporation, companies will create branches in Asian
nations to make items for Asian markets. This procedure facilitates the delivery of items
produced in these areas to their direct buyers. This kind of decentralization would not
have been conceivable without the internet. As a result, decentralizing supply chains and
managing logistical problems is a big benefit of data analytics as part of the digital transfor-
mation model. The adjustment of supply chains to minimize the distances of transporting
commodities would have been impossible without the emergence of the internet and the
other technical breakthroughs made possible by the digital transformation period. Despite
the benefits of digitization in changing supply chains to encourage sustainable production
in numerous industries, a significant digitization process renders many company models
useless on a regular basis [11,12,15].
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Figure 5. Industry 4.0 technology trends and design principles [25].

5.3. Opportunities in Vertical and Horizontal Integration

The integration of processes within companies’ systems determines their performance
characteristics. Integration of processes is mainly looked upon from two perspectives: vertical
integration and horizontal integration. It is an essential feature that directly drives the
creativity, development and manufacturing of the product, including its administration [62].

5.3.1. Vertical Integration

Vertical integration, also described as internal integration mapping is basically defining
the underlying processes within systems. It evaluates systems to find out crucial areas
driving systems applications in different contexts. Analyzing vertical integration requires
identifying two components that underline the separation between purposes of revision,
though during analysis such components integrate together due to similar elements to
form a single bigger system process. The two key terms used to define systems are:-

• Socio-technical system is a key system for the organizations, whose inclusion relies on
the operational successes of organizations. It further requires addition of the following
three main elements for monitoring–technological system, organizational system and
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human operating system [63–65]. Socio-technical systems perceive an organization,
either fully or partially, as if is made of a set of interacting sub-systems (see Figure 6)).
The model illustrates that business organizations recruit and hire individuals with
unique capabilities, who drive themselves to work achieve the set out objectives, follow
up with the company processes, make use technology, consistently and efficiently
operate within organizations’ physical infrastructure, and mutually share unique or
common cultural assumptions and ideologies.;

• Value creation modules involve two extra elements to perform and complete the
activities, thereby enabling the module to be analyzed rigorously. It helps to analyze
in a way wherein each area focused by the value creation modules objectives nearly
match to the ones defined by the socio-technical system. Thus, value creation modules
offer support to the operations with high output precision. Similar to , social-technical
systems, value creation modules require more than the three elements - technological
system, organizational system and human operating system, to be included in the
system. The three elements are included in the form of the additional products and
processes involved. Thus, ensures high synchronization levels in the execution lead
by socio-technical systems [64];

 

Goals / Metrics People 

Infrastructure 

Technology Culture 

Processes/ 
Procedures 

Figure 6. Socio-technical System [66].

5.3.2. Horizontal Integration

Within manufacturing systems, complex relationships that exist between the strategic
and operational goals are perceived. Horizontal integration requires organizations participat-
ing in the value chain, to play a significant role to meet the customer needs. Within the supply
chains, prevail different processes and activities that produce value in the form of products
and services targeted to satisfy needs of consumers [67]. Creating value for customers in to-
day’s organization necessitates strong ties and collaboration among different heterogeneous
organizations constituting a supply chain [68]. The association of organizational groups
via the upstream and downstream linkages constitute a supply chain, and digitalizing the
entire supply chain shows improved benefits dedicated to organizations, as well as for the
customers [69].

Implementation of Industry 4.0 favors development of practically feasible and applica-
ble state-of-the-art business models. Intuitive designed models are subjected to implemen-
tation in markets to enable value to the customers and create competitive advantage [70].
The horizontal integration perspective requires that each participant organization must
align its goals to meet the value added to customers as a result of collaboration [71].
The goals need to be formulated in light of organizations culture, its processes and people
employed, and infrastructure and technology. Moreover, the organizations’ goals should
be linked to the financial situations that influence the way the supply chain operates.

Though seldom examined, horizontal and vertical integration have made a significant
contribution to sustainable production. According to studies [3,15], the progress of sustain-
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able manufacturing is strongly reliant on expanding the connectivity and communication
speed of organizations. Vertical integration refers to the ease of communication between
top-level management and subordinates in diverse geographical areas, whereas horizontal
integration refers to how firms collectively communicate information via various I.C.T.
infrastructure advances.

In the current times, manufacturing systems demand integration of intelligent manu-
facturing systems and exhibit such relationships at different levels of the system. To help
identify such relationships, the model developed by Stevens aim to defines each relation-
ship based on the identified characteristics of a manufacturing system considered under
the strategic planning phase. However, the model prerequisites standardized techniques
and an agile scenario as an operational goal [72].

The smart cross-linking of producers with their suppliers and workforce is a vital
component that has aided in the promotion of sustainable manufacturing by enhancing
manufacturing costs, lowering worker turnover, and improving product shelf-life through
timely production procedures. The incredible speed with which data is exchanged has
completely transformed the production process.

5.4. The Promise of BlockChain

Although the industry has made incredible strides in improving this field as it cur-
rently is, there are still countless numerous opportunities that digital transformation has
for promoting sustainable manufacturing. One of the recent inventions in digital trans-
formation is the Blockchain used in the development of cryptocurrencies. Although the
adoption of Blockchain in promoting sustainable workplaces is still in its hype phase,
very few companies have wholly embraced the invention to promote sustainable manufac-
turing [19,20,34,46]. Blockchain refers to a digital ledger or a database in which the files
recorded in the database are unchangeable once published. It has become an incredible
tool for book-keeping and for managing various supply chains. Notably, Blockchain has
proven its usefulness in eliminating many unnecessary processes within the manufacturing
process. For instance, aspects such as warehousing, inventory management, the monitoring
of goods in transit, and the quantities of products dispatched, can rely on Blockchain
to prevent the modification of these figures, thereby promoting transparency. Likewise,
Blockchains are admissible in recording all products purchased by the manufacturer and the
quantities used in each phase of the production process, thereby allowing the organization
to make some radical changes to the production process to make it more effective. Thus,
this record-keeping tool is expected to increasingly contribute to promoting sustainable
manufacturing altogether in the future.

5.5. Internet of Things and Cloud Computing

The IoT is a web of networked devices containing sensors, software, and electronics
that allow data to be exchanged and gathered. The Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) is a
term used in the manufacturing industry to describe a system that allows people, products,
and equipment to communicate. Manufacturers are attaching sensors to machines and other
physical assets on the manufacturing floor to collect data that influence real-time choices
and enhance efficacy and productivity. The massive data captured by the IIoT aids firms in
creating defined objectives and better understanding their systems by giving previously
unavailable insights [18,28,32]. It can build a digital network that connects the entire
organization, boosting collaboration and effectively applying other critical Industry 4.0
technologies [2,5,17,19,22]. The introduction of 5G, with high-speed, low-latency, and large-
volume data transfers, has bolstered the IIoT adoption. The interconnection of various
gadgets enhances the user experience and aids in effective decision-making. There have also
been studies on the IoT technology to measure and control air pollution [5,19]. The impact
of air pollution and disaster management has been measured using social media.

Because sustainability is a long-term strategy, monitoring and assessing the organi-
zation’s progress is crucial to the organization’s decision-making in order to achieve the
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intended results. As explained above, the new agile business environment builds on the
cloud [8]. Collecting data throughout the manufacturing processes is crucial to promoting
sustainability since it helps to identify areas reflecting the level of an organizations’ ineffec-
tiveness and incompetence within the production processes [6]. In addition, when it comes
to becoming more sustainable, data collection and storage access strategies are instrumental
in monitoring organizational progress, and cloud computing offers incredible support
to such strategies, thereby strengthening the role of sustainability in the manufacturing
processes. While being a critical facilitator in the digital transformation projects, Cloud
provides organizations’ size and speed to concentrate on transformation. The ability to
provide flexible, on-demand access to the resources that power these new digital business
services relies heavily on cloud-based infrastructure, and it is the platform that makes agile
application development possible [25,73–75]. Cloud technology extends business infras-
tructure as needed to meet changing business needs, and also decreases the level of risk of
squandered IT resources that previously stifled investments in innovative digital services.

The most important thing to understand in digital transformation is that the cloud
is simply necessary, and the cloud’s future is transformational. Other technologies may
not actually offer efficient solutions to the growing needs arising in the context of trans-
formation and innovation without the cloud. Cloud services can be realized in various
contexts such as in the IoT to analytics, systems of insight, edge security, mobile/mobility,
and big data [5]. For those who enjoy discussing disruptive services or disruptive entry
into established markets, it is worth mentioning that it is rarely the case that such digital
markets are predominantly cloud-based [33,73,76,77].

5.6. Predictive Big Data Analysis

Four types of analytics can be performed based on the data. The first is descriptive,
which allows for a clear visual representation of the current situation. The second is
diagnostic, which aids in determining the source of problems. The third type is predictive,
which uses past data and algorithms to forecast future company needs. The final type
is prescriptive, in which complex analytical techniques are used to prescribe actions and
solutions. Various BDA tools (e.g., Xplenty, Skytree, Talend, Lumify) are commercially
available and can give a relevant analysis of a big quantity of data [12,13,27].

The availability of online customers and sales data has made it possible for companies
to predict customers’ demands prior to receiving an expression of those. Companies
commonly respond to customers’ demands as those are explicitly expressed. Customers
nowadays, on the other hand, want firms to implicitly respond to their expectations before
they are even aware of them. Changing consumer needs necessitate predictive models that
anticipate enterprises to anticipate changes in consumer preferences and tastes ahead of
time and adapt to them before they (customers) respond with demand patterns indicating
dramatic change requests [8].

Advances in data collection and analysis methods enable predictive analysis to be
applied on the collected data. One brilliant example applied in the real context is [78], where
in Target when they started sending coupons for baby products to a household where a teen
daughter was pregnant long before disclosing this fact to her parents. The company used
the cookie data on the girl’s browsing history to predict that she was pregnant. When the
parents sued the company for sending them baby product coupons, yet none of the females
was known to be pregnant, they soon realized that it was their daughter who had been preg-
nant [78]. This illustration is a perfect example of how companies use predictive algorithms
to predict their customers’ needs before explicitly expressing such needs. The amount of
data companies collect on customers by building individual profiles for their clients and
using data analytics to predict their purchase patterns based on their browser history has
been another pivotal component of sustainable manufacturing.

Data collection and analysis in this manner allows businesses to comfortably meet the
demand for some of their products as soon as it arises. The concept of predictive analysis of
customer needs is a critical component of intelligent manufacturing, allowing companies to
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be ahead of the demand curve. The digital supply chain, which entails monitoring goods in
transit, inventory levels, demand curves, and other similar aspects, has made it possible for
manufacturers to focus on producing products and services that meet the demand without
having a surplus in the production process. For instance, manufacturers can predict the
demand for their products by using the digital supply chain, preventing an overproduction,
which is incredibly unsustainable. The ability to make predictive models of the demand of
the products promotes sustainability by reducing waste [7,31,79]. Though most people con-
centrate on complex technologies when evaluating sustainable production, such as robotics
and machine learning, few people understand that communication and the collection of
digital information such as the demand and supply of products constitute the backbones of
sustainable manufacturing

5.7. Smart Manufacturing and the Provisions of Artificial Intelligence

Optimizing a company’s production capacity depends extensively on Smart Man-
ufacturing, which heavily relies on artificial intelligence. Artificial intelligence relies on
extensive data collection and analysis to make decisions beforehand, which are more effec-
tive than human managers’ decisions normally based on their intuition [3]. Unlike humans,
artificially intelligent manufacturing software makes decisions based on the collected data,
thereby improving the accuracy of the decisions that they eventually make. These smart
models promote the production process by ensuring that companies have minimal waste
resulting from delayed production or overproduction of products that customers do not
necessarily need. Likewise, artificial intelligence has also been instrumental in various other
areas and predictive analysis of demand and supply trends. Organizations use artificial
intelligence to tweak manufacturing processes and increase their efficiency. Sharma and
Jabbour [38] contend that companies rely on artificial intelligence software to map areas
where organizations waste the most resources. Promoting efficiency depends heavily on
the wise use of resources throughout the production model. Companies use simulations
to outline the manufacturing inefficiencies in organizations by indicating areas where the
process wastes the most resources. For instance, some institutions use artificial intelligence
to identify potential materials for recycling, thereby saving the costs of acquiring more
material that is not necessary. Such programs have also identified areas that consume the
most energy, deeming it necessary for the companies to evaluate ways to save electricity or
substitute the electrical sources used in supplying this part of the production process with
renewable energy sources (see [38]).

A significant upside of using artificial intelligence in manufacturing is its broad applica-
bility since developers create each artificial intelligence (AI) program to accomplish a specific
task. AI software has had a critical impact on reducing redundancy in the organization,
thereby streamlining the production process to promote sustainability in the manufacturing
process [4,50]. The evolution of artificial intelligence promises more advances in the field
that will streamline production processes extensively. The energy industry is at a crossroads.
Digital technological advancements have the potential to alter our energy supply, trade,
and consumption significantly. AI technology drives the new digitalization model. Smart
software will control energy supply, demand, and renewable sources into the power grid
autonomously, optimizing decision-making and operations. AI will be crucial to achieving
this goal.

Because of its benefits, such as lower defect rates, improved quality, increased reliability,
decreased waste, and better floor space utilization, demand for industrial robots in produc-
tion has been rising for the last several years, making them crucial to manufacturers. As a
result, ’cobots,’ or collaborative robots, have emerged, interacting closely with humans and
complementing their talents [16,25]. The International Federation of Robotics has identified
four types of collaborative manufacturing applications: co-existence (no space sharing),
sequential collaboration (human and robot work on a part separately but not at the same
time), cooperation (human and robot working on a part or machine simultaneously), and re-
sponsive collaboration (human and robot working on the same part or machine concurrently
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where robot responds to the human movements in real-time. Cobots are designed to bridge
the gap between traditional robots and human professionals, allowing automation to expand
into new areas. Cobots are designed to work in the same way as humans but with the added
ability to analyze and communicate data [4].

6. Important Points to Emphasize
6.1. Contributions of Digital Transformation to Sustainable Manufacturing

According to these various definitions, digital transformation is not a single step taken
to upgrade particular tasks of organizations, but rather a process that causes profound
changes in organizations and results in the creation of additional opportunities for improve-
ment. Digitalization involves automated routines and tasks, such as converting analog
information into digital data. Digitalization is the addition of digital components to product
or service offerings. In contrast, digital transformation introduces new adaptive business
models and digital platforms completely [6,13,19,33]. Furthermore, digital transformation
is a phenomenon that causes changes in the industry and society rather than a process
within an organization. It is critical to understand the distinction between digital transfor-
mation and digitization and digitalization. The use of data has had a tremendous impact
on the manufacturing process.

To encourage sustainable manufacturing, management employs a variety of organiza-
tional design solutions. To optimize and re-engineer business processes and maximize their
total potential, these methods involve modifying the design and engineering of equipment
utilized in manufacturing. The IoT equipment operated over the internet, as well as other
digital concepts, cleared the way for manufacturers to build digital design and engineering
solutions. Robotics and artificial intelligence, which have enhanced the manufacturing of
products and services, are also important components that have aided in the promotion of
sustainable production. Enterprises currently rely on advanced and clever gear to control
and manage the production process [18,21]. Another excellent opportunity for sustainable
manufacturing that has arisen as a result of digital transformation is the use of data to
improve production management. Production management is keeping track of the best
practices utilized in scientific manufacturing process management in order to prevent
undesirable outcomes caused by inefficiency. Third, quality management has enhanced
sustainability by incorporating data into production.Quality management lowers the num-
ber of faulty or malfunctioning items, resulting in less waste and more long-term output.
Quality management lowers faults and avoids product recalls by conducting continuous
testing, monitoring data in the manufacturing process, and finally altering the viewpoint
utilized while developing new goods [12,21,23,80]. Most organizations have dramatically
transformed the conventional production process, which was fairly obsolete, via constant
testing and review. Fourth, via maintenance management, data integration in industrial
processes has improved long-term production. Manufacturers of the IoT devices can use
existing data to maintain and upgrade these devices [23,64].

For instance, the auto industry uses the IoT to continually maintain and monitor
the quality of their products, allowing these manufacturers to prolong the life cycles of
these products and their attractiveness to customers. A perfect example of this case is
Tesla Motors, which enables car owners to update their vehicles, improving the speed,
performance, and features the car contains. Finally, a meaningful way digital transformation
has led to increased sustainability in manufacturing is through logistics management.
Logistics management comprises the administration of a company’s fleets in order to
minimize emissions, reduce incidences of theft in transit, and decentralize the supply chain
in order to cut down on the costs and time spent transferring items from one location
to another. Furthermore, decentralized supply chains have resulted in the establishment
of new factories near areas where items are in high demand, reducing the distance these
products must travel to reach their clients. Organizations have improved their sustainability
and lowered the amount of money spent on making items while reducing waste and
pollution caused by factories by implementing these five changes to the production process.
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It is a well-known term in the business world for a reason: everyone is keen on finding
out how and why individuals become consumers and how they do so. Because of the
proliferation of devices, platforms, and touchpoints, the road to purchase is more convoluted
than ever. Developing frameworks to understand consumer behavior requires a thorough
attention to data, data mining, data modeling, and honest judgments of why customers do
not purchase or become regular customers [25,47,79]. Customers should also have access
to the information they require to become more engaged with the company. According
to a Gartner survey, in the next five years, 89% of organizations will compete primarily
on customer experience. Businesses must keep track of their customers in order to make
relevant offers to the appropriate people on the right devices at the right time. Smart
organizations take a comprehensive approach to their customers’ experiences. Multiple
divisions of the organization, such as sales, customer service, public relations, and marketing,
must convey information and, more importantly, data in order to create a holistic picture.
There is no one-size-fits-all answer for all companies. Collaboration, hard effort, and great
attention to detail are required for success.

Every business that treats marketing seriously creates and distributes unique content,
both organically and through sponsored means. Consumers continue to reject display ad-
vertising in large numbers, forcing businesses to reconsider their expenditures. The growth
of mobile technology, along with the spread of social media and what appears to be an
insatiable need for content, gives marketers an almost unlimited number of ways to reach
out to customers through smart content strategy.Content creation is straightforward. Even
the most well-intentioned businesses, on the other hand, confront difficulties in discovering
and providing useful information. True informed organizations see content campaigns
as de facto editorial activity [25]. They recruit ex-journalists and give them entire auton-
omy in searching for under-reported, intriguing topics and conducting interviews with
key executives. They invest the essential resources in producing high-quality multimedia
content. They share mutually beneficial tales with their collaborators and key relationships.
Going from a content factory that assigns accountability and quantifiable KPIs to every
content asset they generate and post to a dedicated content production plant that assigns
accountability and measurable KPIs to every content asset they create and post necessitates
some dedication and not a small amount of effort [11,32,41].

Every company that takes marketing seriously generates and distributes original
content through both organic and paid channels. Consumers continue to reject display
advertising at high rates, prompting firms to reassess their investments. The rise of mobile
technology, coupled with the proliferation of social media and the seemingly limitless thirst
for material, provides marketers with endless possibilities to contact consumers through
smart content strategy. It is simple to create content. However, even the most intentional
companies face challenges in identifying and delivering relevant content. Content cam-
paigns are treated as de facto editorial activities by truly educated organizations [25]. They
hire ex-journalists and offer them complete freedom to look for under-reported, exciting
stories and conduct interviews with key C.E.O.s. They devote the necessary resources to
the creation of high-quality multimedia material. They tell mutually beneficial stories with
their partners and crucial associations. To go from an organization that periodically shares
content they have on hand to an enlightened content factory that assigns accountability
and quantifiable KPIs to every content asset they generate and post requires some devotion
and not a small effort [11,32,41].

In their engagement with agency partners, smart firms have learned several universal
truths. Relationships demand continual assessment. Accountability must be advanta-
geous to both parties. Failed agency relationships cost a lot of money in terms of time,
energy, and money. Consumers increasingly regard providers as competitors rather than
partners [11,12]. We do know, however, that better connections result in better outcomes. It
is vital to maintain open lines of communication with agency partners and to conduct a
thorough examination of a company’s activities. It is not necessary to employ all of these
technologies in a digital transformation project, but it is possible. Data appears to be a
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recurring subject. The difficulty now is to harness all of the data that has been available in
the last decade as a result of fast technological advancements. The digital transformation
team works with marketers to solve the difficulties described above and to identify their
most pressing needs and pain points

6.2. Current Challenges in the Sustainable Manufacturing

However, not all manufacturers have invested in the industry 4.0 advancements which
have been highly effective in promoting sustainable manufacturing [3,17,21,22,81]. Some
manufacturers will have little if any interest in sustainable manufacturing if they make a
profit. The high cost of investment required to adopt these technologies into all manufac-
turing units has been a critical determinant that has driven many potential investors to shy
away from adopting digital transformation tools or embracing sustainable manufacturing
processes in their organizations [6,25]. Other companies shy away from these technological
advancements because they need them to completely replace all their traditional manual
equipment and replace it with modern plant equipment, which can be extremely expensive.
With this understanding, the goal of attaining sustainable manufacturing processes from
all producers worldwide seems like a far-fetched dream for most companies. Nevertheless,
change is inevitable, and the manufacturers who fail to embrace these changes will be out
of business soon. Because all governments are currently working towards sustainability in
virtually all sectors, the most probable outcome is that sustainable manufacturing will be
mandatory [17,22,61].

Notably, some of the implemented policies entail curbing carbon emissions and the
wide use of fossil fuels in various companies [7]. Despite the wide use of digitized informa-
tion, digital transformation inventions have little impact on the direct reduction of carbon
emissions. One of the exceptionally effective strategies is using a digital-focused supply
chain to reduce the carbon emissions from supply fleets from the manufacturer by reducing
the distance of transporting goods. The rearranging of the supply chain reduces carbon
emissions from vehicles but does not limit the carbon produced during manufacturing.
Therefore, despite being highly effective in promoting sustainability within the company
with a high degree of efficacy, these technologies have impending limitations to offering
solutions for environmental sustainability, which is currently the most pressing issue.

Figure 7 shows a simple breakdown of the present and future investments that the
various manufacturers worldwide will invest in the future. More companies have started
the digital transformation of their plants to promote higher levels of sustainability [54].
In the future, all industries will be fully dependent on digital transformation [32].

It is worth mentioning that COVID-19 has influenced a transformation in the production
process for major industries in general. According to a Wall Street Journal report, companies
that manufacture various products and machines prioritize higher-priced models due to
the global supply chain crisis [15]. The report pointed out that the supply crisis that hinders
production and increases shipping costs made companies focus on higher-priced products,
which led to the difficulty of finding cheaper alternatives. The shift to more expensive
products comes intending to offset costs and maintain profitability. A combination of
inflation and scarcity is pushing manufacturers towards producing more expensive goods.
Suppose a manufacturer encounters difficulty obtaining enough parts to make all the
products it usually manufactures. In that case, a shift is made to more premium products to
protect its profitability.D
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2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030
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$141.3B

$164.1B

Figure 7. US Digital transformation market (US Billion). Figure shows the investment projections on
various digital transformation tools from 2020 to 2030 [82].

7. COVID-19 and Digital Transformation

The COVID-19 pandemic, global health, and socio-economic emergency have posed
unique issues for citizens, governments, and organizations. During this time, industries
are becoming more complex and uncertain. Empty buildings lie vacant, staff work from
home, and customers have less disposable income [41,76,83]. Despite how dismal things
may appear, chances do exist. Organizations, on the other hand, will have to change.
COVID-19 has left cities vulnerable, but internet-enabled technologies such as AI, the
IoT, and 5G have quickly responded and presented a potential for urban growth and
disease tolerance [5,27,31,54]. Authorities have repeatedly stressed the supportive role that
science and technology can play in the fight against the pandemic’s spread. The Japanese
government, for example, has attempted to increase funding for scientific research programs
and has promoted ethical evaluations for COVID-19-related scientific operations [22,36,41].
It is undeniably true that businesses with weak digital readiness and presence have suffered
most during the pandemic. Innovations, systems, and technologies were progressively
becoming a crucial element of daily business/manufacturing operations before the end of
2019 and the eruption of the COVID-19. In this new context, technology is not a luxury but a
necessary business strategy that should be integrated into every aspect of an organization’s
structure [50]. As a result of being a member of a digital global society, businesses are able
to become more innovative, competitive, and sophisticated. The COVID-19 disaster, on the
other hand, has ushered in years of transformation. This shift changed the way firms in
every industry function in only a few months. According to the McKinsey Global Survey
of CEOs, COVID-19 has forced businesses to accelerate their digitization by three to four
years. Businesses have reacted to new needs far more quickly than they expected before the
crisis.In order to obtain a degree of efficiency and effectiveness, businesses have wandered
towards quickly adopting digital adjustments on their internal and external corporate
processes, consumer and supply-chain linkages.

Dell’s Digital Transformation Index 2020 surveyed approximately 4000 corporate exec-
utives across the world and discovered that eight out of 10 companies had accelerated and
increased their digital transformation activities [8,77,84]. Improved client contacts, enhanced
worker efficiency and mobility, and solid data discoveries are all benefits of transformation,
which enable a company to develop, flourish, and endure post-crisis. The application of
digitalization across the whole corporate supply chain is being accelerated by COVID-19.
As a result, enterprises’ digital supply network, database, analytical applications, software
platforms, cognitive automation, networking platforms, and e-commerce are more widely
accepted [8,75,85]. McKinsey & Company’s study results reflect the fast-growing trend of
communicating with clients via digital channels. The study’s findings show that adoption
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rates have changed and expanded since the participants were polled years ago, and that
their consumer relationships have become more digital than previously [3].

In July, Whirlpool Corp., a maker of many home appliances, including washing
machines, confirmed it would switch to higher-priced products as part of a plan to help
cover rising costs. Across all industries, manufacturers of products as diverse as toilet paper
to television sets are raising prices, reducing product diversity, and imposing purchasing
restrictions on retailers. The global supply chain crisis, which has worsened as the pandemic
continues, has led to massive congestion at ports, as well as higher costs for transportation
and essential materials for manufacturing. At the same time, manufacturers, retailers,
and consumers are affected by high inflation, which is expected to continue for at least the
coming two years [3,5]. Automakers in the United States face weak stocks after car factories
closed in the spring of 2020 for two months to limit the spread of the emerging Coronavirus.

Presented here is a two-stage study that will uncover if businesses’ success during
COVID-19 has become parallel with the efficiency of digital transformation. The first stage
assesses selected sample businesses’ success/failure in the U.K. throughout 2018–2020. Three
diverse businesses are chosen for this pilot study that, in our view, indicate the general
influence of the pandemic on the sales of businesses given the achieved degree of automation.
Then, analysis is conducted to explain the influence that also applies with equal validity to
manufacturing. Next, some essential generic enterprise strategies are suggested based on
the findings.

7.1. First Stage

This first stage in this research seeks to measure several businesses’ success in 2018,
2019, and 2020. For this study and illustration, we have targeted businesses whose financial
statements are available online [51,52]. We employ free financial data sets made available
online provided by Thomson recuiters Eikon [86]. The country of choice is the United
Kingdom (U.K.). Three prominent businesses have been selected for monitoring their
performance throughout the prescribed years.

One division of Associated British Foods operates the Primark retail business. Primark
is based in Dublin and then expanded to the U.K. and several European countries with
over 392 branches. Primark is a store that sells the latest items ranging from homeware to
fashion and cosmetics at low costs. Its success over the years was due to its competitive
prices, quality products, suitable excellent store locations, and its concentration on specific
popular markets. In 2018, Primark’s operating profit increased by 15 percent, while its
operating profit margin grew by 11.7 percent in 2019 [50]. Time went by as the store
witnessed considerable growth and focused on developing its website while promoting
digital marketing platforms. However, the website did not cater to online shopping and
was more of a storefront display that mainly served a products catalog. As a result, when
the COVID-19 arose and spread throughout England, Primark faced A major setback
where 188 stores in England temporarily shut down in March 2020 due to the pandemic
crisis. The dilemma aggravated since Primark failed to provide an online alternative for its
services. A quick look at digitalized online retailers in the late few months of 2020 with
enabled online sales functionality shows an apparent increase in sales. This increase is
because they had the digital edge and skills earlier than the start of the crisis.

Primark previously asserted that it will not sell online due to the high cost of doing
so [50]. These costs would have an impact on their prices, preventing businesses from
offering low rates to customers. Primark Turnover-Continuing Operations have suddenly
reduced in 2020, as seen in Table 1, which is not coincidental with the entrance of COVID-19.
As shown, gross profit, operating profit, and total comprehensive income will all decline in
2020. After a difficult year, profits have dropped by 60%. Similar to Primark, Flying Tiger
Copenhagen is a multi-department shop. It faced the same problems with diminishing
revenue, gross profit, and income statement throughout the crisis, which hurt the store
and risked its sustainability. Primark and Flying Tiger Copenhagen are both facing similar
issues and must digitalize their companies in some manner to enhance their statistics.
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J.D. Sports, a global athleisure department store, on the other hand, had a modest
growth in revenue over the three years (2018–2020) [46]. As indicated in Table 2, J.D. Sports’
net income maintained around the same level [51]. Their sales growth has had some ups
and downs, but nothing big, and their operating profit has climbed by 2020. They did,
however, have a small issue with income growth, although nothing as baffling as Boots.
Over the course of three years, revenue at Boots, a pharmaceutical retailer, fell, with sales,
operating profit (EBIT), and net income all falling at a fast rate [47]. As a result, something
has gone wrong in their company, which must be investigated and corrected. J.D. Sports,
on the other hand, must maintain and, if possible, improve their results as they progress.
Finally, Tables 1 and 2 show that Primark saw the greatest decrease in 2020, followed by
Boots and J.D. Sports, which experienced a minor fall and maintained a relatively constant
position [52].

Table 1. Primark Stores Limited [87].

Primark

(GBP Thousands)
Year Amount

Turnover-Continuing Operations
2018 3,346,702
2019 3,449,257
2020 2,540,686

Year Amount

Gross Profit 2018 634,742
2019 638,072
2020 341,313

Year Amount

Operating Profit 2018 336,695
2019 336,660
2020 139,435

Year Amount

Total Comprehensive Income for the Period 2018 248,410
2019 259,684
2020 35,071

7.2. The Second Stage

The second stage of this study focuses on determining the causes of the incline/decline
in revenue and how this relates to the extent of digitalization readiness of the business.
Compared to Primark and Boots, saw the least drop over the three years, as illustrated
in Tables 1 and 2. Primark experienced the greatest drop in sales in 2020, which indicates
the significant impact COVID-19 had on them. Like Flying Tiger Copenhagen, Primark
did not have an online store to shift to accommodate customers’ orders. Not having an
online shopping cart played a significant factor in the dropping figures exhibited in their
statements. This drop raises the serious question of the degree to which a business’s
digitization influences its success.

J.D. Sports, on the other hand, stressed customer relations prior to the COVID-19
breakout by completely switching to an online presence, which proved to be a huge success.
As a result, the corporation claimed a 510 million pound operational profit, a staggering
increase from 2018 to 2019. The corporation posted a net income of 246 million pounds,
down from 262 million pounds the previous year, but significantly higher than expected.
The revenue during the time period was somewhat higher, at 6111 million pounds. All
of this illustrates the company’s strength, stability, and market leadership, as well as its
significant maintenance of financial statements (revenue, earnings, and sales) during a
period of significant instability and store closures across the United Kingdom. Despite
the fact that Boots had completed some digital transformation before to the epidemic,
the company nonetheless experienced negative consequences.
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Table 2. Income Statements—Henry Boot PLC and JD Sports Fashion PLC [51,52].

Boots J.D. Sports

(GBP Thousands) (GBP Millions)
Year Amount Year Amount

Revenue 2018 397,052.00 2018 3161
2019 379,693.00 2019 4718
2020 222,411.00 2020 6111

Year Amount Year Amount
Sales Growth 2018 −2.08% 2018 32.90%

2019 −4.37% 2019 49.24%
2020 −41.42% 2020 29.53%

Year Amount Year Amount
Operating Profit (EBIT) 2018 48,158.00 2018 311

2019 45,925.00 2019 318
2020 7672.00 2020 510

Year Amount Year Amount (Billion)
Net Income 2018 37,505.00 2018 232

2019 37,596 2019 262
2020 11,921.00 2020 246

Year Amount Year Amount
Net Income Growth 2018 −11.48% 2018 29.62%

2019 0.24% 2019 12.89%
2020 −68.29% 2020 −6.00%

Boots UK has seen a considerable reduction in retail sales compared to the previous year.
As a result, Boots UK is surely pursuing a transformation and development plan to mitigate
the pandemic’s impact on their business. J.D. Sports has invested much in digitization and a
thorough grasp of its target market. As a result, J.D. Sports can maintain a positive relation-
ship with their customers, who have increasingly switched to online shopping channels in
Covid-19 times. J.D. Sports Warehouse, situated in Rochdale, England, has recently invested
more in its online operations, shipping, and packaging. As a consequence, they will be able
to handle both online expansion and their customers’ desire for speed. At this point, their
opponents were either still or moving slowly. Years before the pandemic, the corporation
focused on growing its internet presence, which helped them when the United Kingdom
closed in 2020. Despite the lockdowns in the United Kingdom, J.D. Sports was able to main-
tain some control over the situation due to its early digitization and fast improvements to its
digital services during the crisis. Furthermore, this demonstrates that the COVID-19’s devel-
opment is the reason of the dip and decline in business statements. As a result, businesses
were compelled to radically adapt and adjust their digital strategies, indicating a strong link
between sales success and the level of digitalization within a company.

Apparently, applications of digital transformation tools and technologies as discussed
in the prior sections, play a vital role in transformation of businesses employing traditional
approach business services. Digital technologies include embedded systems and robotics,
mobile applications, artificial intelligence and machine learning, blockchain, social media,
virtual reality, augmented reality, and cloud computing, among other things. By employing
digital transformation tools, technologies enable digital transformation in projects. As ob-
served in the case studies discussed in this study, the step to switch to online platform,
eventually led to an increase in the sales figures. However, improvised results could be
anticipated if the other types of technologies, such as AI, social media etc., are implement
and incorporated in businesses. For instance, AI can help evaluate a lot of data and create
predictions based on customer data. AI can aid vendors to make better decisions and pro-
vide quality service to their customers. Similarly, smartphone and tablet users can leverage
mobile payment apps to make purchases. The use of this kind of payment mechanism is
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expanding globally. A study by Accenture [10] finds that almost half of people worldwide
would prefer to pay with their mobile devices than cash or credit cards.

8. Discussion and Possible Recommendations

According to the findings of our pilot study, businesses will continue to face issues
unless they embrace digital transformation, at least for the sake of survival and competitive-
ness in a world built on a digital foundation. Changes in the market have forced businesses
all over the world to restructure their operations. When the crisis struck, adaptation ac-
celerated to three years ahead of plan and expectations. Despite the fact that more than
half of firms had started to conduct digital transformation, they were not fully equipped to
ensure that COVID-19 will have no impact on their operations. Prior to the epidemic, both
Primark and Flying Tiger Copenhagen were profitable. Primark’s website lacked an online
order processing method to guarantee the sales activities were not disrupted, resulting in
a huge outage. To compete in today’s market, Primark must digitally alter its business.
Not only is Covid-19 forcing them to adapt to the digital trend, but so are all other firms.
Flying Tiger Copenhagen also suffered a significant setback. They are now putting out their
plans for re-fishing in the near future with new digital transformation methods, targets,
and plans to ensure long-term viability. Flying Tiger Copenhagen will be able to stand
on its own two feet and grow as a business again thanks to these ideas. Boots was one of
the companies who struggled to digitize their operations. However, when the COVID-19
struck, it was not as far along, which had a detrimental impact on the firm. Because J.D.
Sports was more advanced in its digitization, the pandemic had less of an impact on them,
and they were able to prosper as a business later on while others were struggling.

The findings of a conducted survey (see Figures A1–A7 in the Appendix A) on local
firms in Kuwait correlate with digital transformation as more proof of the linkage between
company success and digital preparedness, particularly during unforeseen events. Our
research study’s hypothesis is proven without a shadow of a doubt by the findings. Most
local firms in Kuwait were significantly impacted by the epidemic, as indicated by our study
findings, because to a lack of digital transformation. One of those companies, however, was
unscathed since they were so well advanced in their digital transformation that the epidemic
had no impact on them. Kuwait’s lockdown limitations in reaction to the crisis had just a
little influence on them. Given the issues businesses experience throughout the epidemic,
the findings from our study and those from three U.K. organizations indicate a reasonable
generalization of the link between companies and digital transformation. We now propose a
set of principles for businesses to follow in order to mitigate the consequences of impending
issues, such as a pandemic, and transition to a digital corporation.

Businesses must now prioritize and strategy digital acceleration by quickly imple-
menting a future digital technological framework that combines various parts of company
operations and workplace management. Additionally, organizations will focus on customer
behavior in order to create a client-centric culture within the company. Furthermore, having
a consistent digital platform for customers to interact with the company and make purchases
is critical for business continuity. This digital venue avoids direct interaction while providing
exceptional service and performance to their clients’ needs and aspirations. Next, as part of
their operations and supply chain, organizations should digitally communicate with their
providers.The capacity to undertake data analysis, regardless of the digital platform used,
is a must-have function. As a result, the firm will become more stable and adaptive. As a
result, they are able to adjust to shifting market conditions and customer expectations. It’s
critical to understand that digitally enabled firms develop resilience, which means they can
overcome difficult situations like surviving the effects of a pandemic and fast recovering.

It is highly recommended that organizations create aggressive business models and
digital transformation initiatives that respond to changes in the environment and customer
tastes. Once the implementation is executed with caution, the pandemic could be turned
into a business opportunity. In addition, businesses should focus on transforming the
sustainability strategy from challenges to opportunities instead of prioritizing sustainabil-
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ity in their business models and assessing their long-term resilience. It is also essential
that businesses strategize the shift to sustainability through, for instance, increasing the
operational and environmental efficiency and providing backup platforms. This shift can
be done by performing familiar things in novel ways. Process improvements and investing
in efficient technologies are the mainstays of business sustainability improvement. Another
piece of advice is to ensure that the adopted digital solutions can interpret the transactional
and manufacturing data in all formats and provide appropriate managerial reports in the
context of a specific user’s function. It is, in most cases, preferable to consider isolating
technological applications from one another:

The argument that the vast majority of I.T. solutions include a considerable number
of capabilities that are either irrelevant to the customer’s needs or too challenging to use
effectively. As they have for decades, many firms today continue to use monolithic solutions
or platforms to value how they tackle integration difficulties by providing something to ad-
dress a particular job or workflow. One primary objective for effective business digitalization
would be to prioritize visibility centralization. Ninety percent of all data has been created in
the past two years, according to some estimates. Manufacturing is no exception, and the
challenges it presents might be significant. Knowing what data is relevant, having it readily
available and at the right time are all critical. With digital thread initiatives pushing data
integration developments, now is an excellent time to look into best-of-breed possibilities
and leverage purpose-built solutions for various business functions. Platforms have the
benefit of being a bit of a devil’s bargain. In exchange for saving money on application
integration costs, their rigidity and scope may force a business to become “captive” to that
provider, which is a risky situation.

Owing to today’s technology, such as web services, accessing information stored in
either an on-premises application or some cloud service has never been easier. Despite
this, many firms continue to collect data from a range of apps using inefficient laborious
manual methods and processes. Finally, an organization should strive to avoid making
the mistake of equating activity with progress where rather than progress, activity is
frequently monitored. Gaining critical visibility into the commercial impact of digital
transformation activities is one of the most challenging challenges manufacturers face.
Manufacturing operational executives, like outstanding marketers, must focus on the
customer journey and look for tent poles of inefficiency. For efficient management of a
digital transformation project, selecting the right metrics, consistently taking measurements,
and monitoring progress against goals is critical. It requires time and a solid understanding
of the company’s objectives to do this.

COVID-19 has created challenges for the supply chain, especially when securing
enough supply of raw material and parts needed to manufacture enough to meet consumers’
demand [12]. Those challenges are particularly true for the cheaper line of products whose
profit margin is rather low in most cases. Digital transformation can be instrumental in
improving the management of the supply chain through connecting to alternative suppliers
and help in better predicting demand with a safety net of supply material to sustain un-
expected circumstances up to a certain margin of certainty. The world post the Covid-19
pandemic will be a very different place. The supply shock that began in China in February
and was followed by a demand shock as the global economy collapsed exposed flaws in
companies’ production methods and supply chains worldwide. Shortages of drugs, crucial
medical supplies, and other products, as well as temporary trade restrictions, exposed their
flaws. Together with the trade conflict between the United States and China, these trends
have fueled an increase in economic nationalism.

To many manufacturing industries and businesses, self-sufficiency has become a strate-
gic goal with a rapid adaptive digital transformation to efficiently manage the supply chain
and facilitate the transition to sustainability. The focus should increase operational and
environmental efficiency by introducing innovative approaches to traditional business prac-
tices. Process improvements and investments inefficient technologies are the mainstays
of business sustainability improvement. Industries/businesses ought to actively pursue
sustainability as a source of market differentiation and competitive advantage by developing
completely new business models.
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Impacts of Digital Disruption

Industrial manufacturing spans across different domains with established engineering
practices. Digital manufacturing technologies are applicable to different industry sectors,
typically showcase an increase in the number of technical tools and products, in the number
of adopted strategies to develop and manage end user applications. However, evidence
by [81] suggest that digital manufacturing not economically feasible. Businesses experience
barriers that deviate them to permit any possible advantages out of digital transformation
into their processes and existing systems. Digital Transformation’s paced development
exhibits constraints that relate to its realization, and there are various challenges that
emerge as a result of its adoption. Section next describes typical challenges that digital
transformation brings in to the businesses sectors, in general:

Digital transformation requires technologies that generate large vast amounts of data.
Data collection in itself poses several challenges, and data security is one of them. Securely
managing data is perceived as a critical and complicated task since a simple data breach
can comprise huge amounts of public or private information. Criminals, terrorists, com-
petitors in businesses, antagonists, or other malign entities may exploit that data in ways
that threaten human lives. Over the last decade, there has been a tremendous increase in
the number of illegal activities over the online platforms. Social media has been used by
terrorists as a platform and terror organizations have transformed traditional practices of
financing terrorism using more advanced methods based on digital technologies, such as
cryptocurrency and virtual currencies, crowdfunding, fundraising, social networks and most
often telegram channels have been actively used by such organizations to ensure growth of
illegal networks [88]. Likewise, dark web has been used by drug dealers, and other places
to exploit potential victims, exchange unsolicited photos and videos, and other information.

While employing digital transformation in manufacturing, the physical layer is exposed
to many vulnerabilities, wherein the IoT devices are more prone to security incidents than
other endpoint devices. The IoT devices perform operations on data, however are limited in
data processing, storage and networking capability [89]. This eventually limits their ability
to defend against security threats over the open networks. Similar to the aspects of the IoT,
authors in [90] have investigated security and trust of social networks, and conclude that
both the social and the IoT technologies have various security threats separately, however
their integration adds these vulnerabilities in entire value chain.

In relation to cyber security, organizations need to implement smart, innovative and
efficient controls to detect and prevent advanced and emerging cyber-attacks. Cyber se-
curity incidents heavily leave impacts at different levels, i.e., at individual, institutional,
organizational, corporate, national, international level. Instance downtime, inability to
implement business processes, data breach, all represent a direct role of cyber security in
financial and other critical loss, while legal obligations, lost privacy, stolen identity, regula-
tory penalties, loss of reputation and bad public image are indirect impacts. Currently, most
organizations need enough preparation and knowledge to tackle such challenges [91–93],
and cyber risks cannot be avoided since these are key tasks for stakeholders in digital
transformation. Apparently, the processes to tackle and manage such challenges seem to
be unsuccessful, if end users aren’t ready for it, yet. Imperative to organizations would be
educating customers or end users, which prerequisites educational investments, basically
surface new challenges in itself.

As digital technology evolves and changes over time, technologies used in business too
need changes to stay updated. Changes needed to the existing systems mainly correspond
to existing hardware or software running the systems, and any updates required by the
systems, demand additional costs of upgrades. This additional cost leads to reserving shares
for upgrades and training staff to learn new roles, methods, and technologies in businesses.
Eventually, significant impacts on the profitability can be observed since businesses may
need to pay the cost of the upgrade and the cost of training the existing workforce to
accommodate new changes in the system.

Previously, people would work in a physical location. However, the latest trend
shows people take up jobs remotely since digitalization and automation empower remote
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working and management [94]. Task assignment and processing are typically carried out
remotely via the internet. However, job insecurity is negatively related to life satisfaction,
and this relationship becomes stronger when employees have low job embeddedness [95].
With digital disruption, a Third World worker with a relatively low wage economy now has
access to remote workplaces and could be employed to replace the workforce demanding
high wages. While computers gradually serve as a fine replacement, the need to employ hu-
mans for handling tasks is increasingly diminishing. It appears that low-level employment
types, such as driving, laundry, and delivery jobs, would soon vanish as automation keeps
ticking the clock on step ahead every time, thereby warning them about the severe effects
of disruption posed by the digital transformation.

9. Digital Production Barriers, Implementation Strategy, and Impact

An Organizational Structure (OS) within businesses allows management teams to
structure, organize, execute, and coordinate different activities within an organization [96].
Knowing the OS of a business that implements traditional ways to carry out business
operations, allows the owners of that business to incorporate new operational methods
and advancements to their underlying business model. An insight into the OS helps its
stakeholders to identify the processes driving businesses. Getting an overview of an OS,
uncovers the process-to-process coordination required within the OS, and the coordination
and communication between the work processes of an OS are the key factors that determine
the level of efficiency and outcomes established by the businesses. Businesses with well-
defined organizational structure, offer support to decision making processes, to events
demanding conflict resolution between various stakeholder or teams driving the core business
processes, and even provide methods to effectively deal with changes in the ambient [96].

Data is the force driving digital transformation within organizations. Data collection
and assessment guide us to explore: (a) sources of data and (b) the platforms that process
and communicate data. For the data sources, may cover both the external and internal data
sources. While external sources may include data acquired from business consulting agencies,
original equipment manufacturers, retailer businesses, and other competing firms in the
market, the data originating from internal sources mainly relates to customer interactions
with devised business process of the organization. Platforms of data constitute the data and
communication media that transfer data within the entire ecosystem of an organization. Data
originates within business transfer to customers and everything in between.

9.1. Barriers to the Success of Digital Transformation

Our literature review suggests that there are various barriers that need addressal.
Listed are the 5 main barriers, that we observe to hamper the digital transformation
projects’ success rate among organizations:

9.1.1. Non-Readiness to Frequent Experimentation in Businesses

While in operation, experimenting with underlying business processes could lead to
disasters and companies may incur huge losses. As per the survey conducted by [97], 53%
of senior executives realize that the inability to experiment frequently with businesses, rep-
resents the major barrier to the success of business projects. Although worth consideration,
the result as such are insignificant compared to the pace with which the digital innovations
advance in the current times. A business needs to respond and acclimatize quickly to the
changing needs of customers and markets. It is most likely to perceive an innovation as
old, by the time the implementation of a new idea is realized for a change in the system.

9.1.2. Non-Readiness in Adapting Changes to Current ICT SYSTEMS

Digital transformation requires replacing legacy IT systems with state-of-the-art in
order to adapt to the new system and technologies for manufacturing. Legacy systems
deployed, serve as essential building blocks of infrastructure, however depict maintenance
needs most relatively at very high costs. Being highly complex in nature, legacy systems
lack interfaces that allow them to work and communicate with other technologies. As a
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result, a number of enterprises showcase multilayered middleware architecture. To provide
solutions on top of core technologies, enterprises also implement connectors to solve
a different set of challenges within intra and inter operational systems. However, not
all systems may incorporate such changes. Apparently, constraints limiting updates or
changes to the already implemented legacy systems are a significant barrier to the digital
transformation projects’ success.

9.1.3. Diversity of Participating Teams

Though communicating occasionally, teams formulated to run businesses typically
compete against each other to gain access to resources, funding, and may share some
common objectives, as well as accomplishments. Nonetheless, these diverse range of par-
ticipating communities are non-conducive to digital transformation, as the transformations
envision and seek changes across the entire end-to-end business. Diversity as such reflects
a barrier to the application of digital transformational processes within organizations since
these need to ensure teams can collaborate to enact changes to the overall system.

9.1.4. Disconnection between Organizational Units and I.T

As per [97], 49% of respondents perceive collaboration as an obstacle, hampering
the path to digital transformation. Technology drives the business processes in every
organization these days, and the role of Information Technology (IT) forms the core unit
driving in organizations’ IT needs. IT units, therefore, need to have a clear perception of
current business processes and must ensure strong connections or ties with other units
in every aspect that effects overall success of a business. Businesses that are looking to
implement digital changes to ensure sustainability in manufacturing may have problems
as a result of a severe gap between leaders and IT. Eventually, this workflow blockage may
occur within these businesses.

9.1.5. Inabilities to Respond to Risk Factors

As per [97], 47% of respondents reveal intermediate disliking of a culture that exhibits
risk factors. Respondents perceive risk prone culture as a real blocker to their digital
transformation opportunities. Digital transformation necessitates risks, towards which
organizations’ culture resistance has to overcome. For businesses adaptive to exploration
and experimentation, perceive risks as source of distraction that organizations must dissect,
while considering cultural perceptions, existing within their employees.

9.2. Implementation Strategy

Digitalization needs technological advancements that mostly rely on tools, methods
and techniques of ICT. Growth of digital technologies, and data originating by the processes
of digitalization, profoundly drive to transform architectures of businesses to create added
values and satisfy the needs of end users [98]. Digital transformation seeks to incorporate
structural changes within organizations to include new operations in existing systems [99],
and changes as such mostly rely on the organizations’ internal mechanism that guides : how
new intuitive activities are added to existing structure? To craft strategies for the future,
businesses need assessments of current work environments. In other words, adapting to
the role of digital transformation would need detailed responses to the following tasks,
listed in phases:

9.2.1. Phase(1): Reviewing Current System

The first task requires an organization to review its current manufacturing environ-
ment, and then the required digital manufacturing strategy. Ideally, it requires organiza-
tions to:

• Explore the methods and approaches currently employed to accomplish given busi-
ness objectives.

• Explore the existing management system used in the manufacturing operations.
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• Track the ways, how data is collected and managed during the process of product man-
ufacturing.

• Track and identify the process automation techniques that rectify errors.
• Monitor the employees’ satisfaction levels within the existing system.
• Set up a list of Key Performance Indicators (KPIs). to monitor efficiency of allocated

work processes and check the level of tasks carried out by the employees within
the organization.

• Track the KPIs of processes in real time, including the level of work needed for
data collection.

• Track routes that determine how sensitive information flows in and out of the enterprise.

9.2.2. Phase(2): Identifying Prevailing Deficiencies

Not all the business organizations operate in a similar fashion, and varied differences
may exist between operational processes. Analyzing weaknesses exhibited by every or-
ganization is a daunting task, and devising a universal solution may not suffice for all.
Therefore, presented here are the most common tasks, which when addressed shed light
on the existential flaws and weaknesses encountered by the manufacturing systems.The
second task (Task(2)) is to explore flaws and weakness prevailing in the existing workflow
and manufacturing strategies adopted. Exploration and identification task of discovering
and highlighting weaknesses or flaws in existing businesses of manufacturing require to:

• Explore the short-term flexibility if it is possible by incorporating an initial change in
the system.

• Explore options for improvements subject to low investment costs.
• Spot weak and scalable processes driving the manufacturing processes.
• Track and find routes accountable for extended delivery times of manufactured products.
• Identify the existing intra and inter processes ecosystems, underlying the business

processes that are mainly responsible to communicate and coordinate within and
outside of business organization.

• Localize complex processes and reduce complexity using functional integration.
• Measure the current performance of automated systems and search spots eligible for

retro-fitting the new technologies.
• Identify pioneers in the current markets to trace success factors.

9.2.3. Phase(3): Preparing for Digital Transformation

Digital transformation needs preparing a road map, which requires different phases.
Each phase here requires individual testing of formulated responses to the list of tasks in
phase(2), and each idea needs updates or revision on a smaller scale prior to implementation
at a large-scale rollout. Additionally, as new technologies are incorporated, employees
training needs should be met since exposure to new technology always recommends training
sessions, particularly when it comes to implementing ICT for enabling digital transformation
in the prevailing and operative systems. Task to be completed in this phase are, to:

• Explore current tools and software applications for automation.
• Identify and explore success factors provided by currently prevailing digital busi-

ness models.
• Underpin technology and underline gaps in resources.
• Compare and assess efforts and costs needed for digitalization of the Past or Present system.
• Localize processes for upgrade by evaluating performance characteristics.
• Develop and describe your new business model
• Determine applicable realistic,achievable and measurable goals.
• Formulate teams and encourage collaborative efforts enabling digital transformation.
• Formulate strategies with staff members enabling tracking competitors and analyzing

market trends.
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• Apply estimation and prediction techniques enabling analysis of customers’ needs and
the reasons for staying away from adoption of the currently manufactured products.

9.2.4. Phase(4): Implementing Plan of Change

Even if successfully implemented, digital transformation never stops and presents an
ongoing process since technologies are subject to frequent upgrades. Dynamic business
processes underlying manufacturing, prerequisite usability maintenance and sustained
productivity. Eventually, it requires businesses to track solutions based on recent technolo-
gies and shifts prevailing in current markets. Implementing the proposed and planned
activities of Phase(3) requires the organizations, in general, to:

• Identify actors responsible to enable digitalisation in the organization.
• Sort and assign priorities to the tasks planned in phase(3).
• Set out a criteria to prioritise the process of transformation.
• Access to determine the level of urgency for each of the planned activities.
• Devise a plan to track down consequence reflecting effects of planned activities

for change.
• Track availability of resources needed to incorporate the changes to the system.
• Plan to prepare for start up, execution and reviewing the implementation of developed

model and associated technologies enabling change.
• Track implementation progress with timely report and documentation.
• For every milestone, review the progress of prior accomplishments and check if

progression conforms to established financial needs of the organization.

9.3. Impacts of Digital Manufacturing

Impacts of digital transformation underline complexity and diverse range of influential
results on the competitiveness of a business. Impacts as such are hard to tackle and difficult
to schematize since businesses may not have proper data interpretation and organization
techniques. The framework proposed by [100] defines that the “digital forces are reshaping
five key domains of strategy: customers, competition, data, innovation and value”. Table 3
presents five strategic domains and some of the corresponding critical concerns in addition
to the key areas.

Table 3. Five strategic domains and respective critical concerns [100].

Strategic Domains Central Concerns Key Topics

Customer harness customer networks reinvented marketing funnel
path to purchase

core behaviors of customer networks
Competition Build Platforms, not just products platform business models

(in)direct network effects
(dis)intermediation

competitive value trains
Data Turn data into assets templates of data value

drivers of big data
data-driven decision making

Innovation Innovate by rapid experimentations divergent/convergent experimentation
minimum viable products

paths to scaling up
Value Adapt your value proposition concepts of market value

paths out of a declining market
steps to value proposal evolution

Since from the early beginning of ideation phase to the phase when the products are de-
livered to the customers, digital transformation guides the whole design and development
process. Product models are developed virtually by implementing the concepts mediated
through the ideation phase. Virtual models can be tested to ensure that the requirements
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follow up in-line with the specifications proposed to deliver the end products. Creation of
digital threads enable virtual testing that starts right from product design phase until the
production. In addition, the developed virtual models of products enable support to data
generation, data aggregation, analysis, frequent modelling of parameters, characterization,
and testing of each sub unit at an individual level.

Virtually modeling processes allow iterative testing to ensure results explored with a
test-bed, can be reproduced at other sustainable units of manufacturing with high accuracy
and efficiency. Apart from that, the simulation and modeling software can help track down
the errors or bugs in the software, which perhaps in some cases could be the most difficult
phase of the design engineering process. Modeling also gives room for experimentation
during ideation phase since models can be tested before and without the need of any
physical resources. The data generated during the virtual modeling phase can be shared
and analyzed across all the supply chain and also in the development life-cycle stages to the
phase of final delivery of the product. While being inexpensive and consuming low level of
effort and human labor, manufacturing processes can be improved at pace by digitalizing the
processes of development. Also, processes can be tested and tuned before the manufacturing
processes start or even before the products are delivered to markets. Thus, the processes
underlying manufacturing can inevitably ensure sustainability in production processes.

Developing production lines being reconfigurable in architecture, seeks the role of
digital twin, which in itself accesses open information sources enabled by Cloud based
manufacturing systems. Likewise, automation is driven by processes empowered by AI
and automation technologies that allow capturing patters and trends in data with precise
detailed measurements. The IoT abridges the gap of physical data sensation to processing
layer. Numerous sensors accountable for monitoring real time processes and data collection
form the core backbone of the IoT networks, can be realized as indispensable elements in
the event of sustainable manufacturing.

10. Conclusions

The digital transformation which has resulted from the increase and improvement of
data management technologies has led to the radical modification of the manufacturing
process and the methods of conducting business. The goals that digital transformation
help achieve are reducing waste and promoting environmental sustainability. Sustainable
manufacturing/business encompasses social, environmental, and economic sustainability.
The manufacturing process will reduce environmental degradation, improve the lives of
communities, and simultaneously promote the economic progress of the manufacturers
through improved efficiency. Digital technologies have promoted sustainable manufactur-
ing in a variety of ways. Technologies such as machine learning, cloud computing, artificial
intelligence, the IoT, Big Data analysis, and logistical management have brought about
radical changes to the manufacturing process while simultaneously improving the overall
financial standing of the existing companies by improving efficiency. Digital transformation
contributes to saving labor costs. Companies have also used these digital technologies to
reduce energy consumption by decentralizing their supply chains and using renewable
energy sources to power most plants.

In summary, digital transformation has increased the sustainability of businesses
in various ways but still has a long way to go promote the overall sustainability of the
environment and existing communities. Furthermore, the high costs of installing industry
4.0 plants that can encourage more sustainability are still critical challenges that deter many
manufacturers from adopting sustainable manufacturing plants [15,42,81]. Nevertheless,
the involvement of government bodies in advocating for sustainability has made it neces-
sary for various manufacturers throughout the world to embrace this new manufacturing
model for their overall success and compliance with existing regulatory policies.

The purpose of digital transformation in business, in general, is to improve its per-
formance, raise its revenue, and ensure its survival in the current age of technological
development. There is a powerful bond between businesses and digital transformation.
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Without digital transformation, it would be difficult for a business to ultimately achieve its
goals and vision and thrive in today’s market. A business needs to focus on the aspects that
must be digitized and make the necessary modifications to transform the organization into a
competitive advantage. To this effect, some recommendations have been made to help busi-
nesses and industries better strategize their strive towards sustainability and digitalization.

Future research needs to focus on how businesses can become agile organizations that
can react to the dynamic business environment as clients want more and more innovative
services and tools as digital media and other forms of media converge.
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Appendix A. Survey Results

 

Figure A1. Survey question and responses (Q1).
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Figure A2. Survey question and responses (Q2).

 

Figure A3. Survey question and responses (Q3).

 

Figure A4. Survey question and responses (Q4).
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Figure A5. Survey question and responses (Q5).

 

Figure A6. Survey question and responses (Q6).

 

Figure A7. Survey question and responses (Q7).
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